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Third-Party Administrator is 
manager of record (admin. 
manager) on the SPV and 

manages the entity and client - 
which is Endurane Strategies. 

Reporting done through 
administrator's software program. 

Administrator is engaged by 
Endurance Strategies to help 

create and manage deals including 
fund document distribution, 
document signing, tracking 

banking transactions, capturing 
electronic signatures, gathering 

required accreditation information 
and generating and distributing 

capital account statements. 
Adminstrator also is handling entity 

formation, tax documents, 
KYC/AML, regulatory filings, and 

more on behalf of Endurance 
Strategies and our SPVs.

Endurance Strategies, LLC is the 
formal SPV/Syndicate manager 

responsible for managerial, 
investment, and Company/Asset 

decisions

Endurance Strategies maintains 
relationships with sponsors, 
identifies the deal, conducts due 
diligence, notifies investors of 
potential opportunities, structures 
the investment, negotiates terms 
with the Company or sponsor of 
the Asset, sets up the SPV, raises 
the capital, makes the investment, 
coordinates reporting with the 
third-party administrator, monitors 
the performance, reports to 
investors A, B, C, D. Repeats for 
the next SPV investment.

The Company/Asset is where the 
capital raised for the SPV will be 

invested. This could be a real 
estate investment, a pre-IPO 

technology company, a startup, or 
a special situation opportunity. The 

organizers of the Company or 
investment opportunity will need to 
raise capital to execute their plan 
and Endurance Strategies SPVs 

will be an attractive partner to 
those seeking to raise capital. 

Most of these Companies and deal 
organizers don't ever try to raise 
capital from individuals, financial 

advisors and non-institutional 
investors. As a result, many 

promising investment opportunities 
only go to the ultra wealthy via 
private banks, family offices, 

endowments and pension funds - 
until now. We are democratizing 

private markets investing and 
making alternative investments 

available to millions of accredited 
investors via SPVs.
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